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Abstract
The current work collected a dataset on the interaction between people to be used in
future research on sentiment analysis. Based on messages sent from an individual to
others, a crawler is build to able to identify individual with high likelihood of response.
Based on a random forest model that analyzes features in message and frequent term
count analysising the text body, the crawler was able to detect replyied individuals
with 75% of acurracy. This allowed us to build a dense and strong connected social
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In the past few years, sentiment analysis has been a popular and interesting topic in
natural language processing research field. Most of the applications focus on extracting
subjective information such as feedback, reviews or opinions on a particular subject or
product.
Naturally, such studies require a large amount of data about emotional expressions.
This leads the researchers to gather dataset from social network platforms, where
people express and share their opinions and daily activities see [Yua16; Tha]. Moreover,
it is easy to collect datasets from these platforms when the target is a specific topic
or subject, not just because of the APIs provided by the platforms, but because of the
one-directional nature of the communication: users post messages about that topic.
Differently from previous work, our research focuses on sentiment analysis among
people, particularly the messages transmitted between two individuals. We are focusing
on bidirectional communication, where users message each other. This can involve
more complex dialog, in structure and length, and this requires gathering the complete
interaction in order to be able to detect the exact emotions expressed.
Each dialog can be influenced by the relation between participants, and the expres-
sions depend on habits or style of each person. In particular case, the dialogs between
two friends can be negative but still occur. To detect these influences, it requires the
complete interaction between two individuals. This is the reason why data gathering is
no longer intuitive.
This thesis is focused on data collection on communication for future sentiments
analysis work. We start from an existing dataset collected from previous work [Kos13]
as base and refrence, then build an efficient crawler to expand the amount of data, with
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1. Introduction
the purpose of searching communications between users.
1.2. Related Work
The source platform of the existing dataset is Twitter, which provides a friendly API and
has unique characteristics as a microblogging platform. The purpose of this particular
dataset is not for sentiment analysis, so filtering and preprocessing is needed. In any
case, it provides an excellent base source for this thesis.
Most of the works which gather sentiment dataset from Twitter, see [PP10; Nak+16;
KWM11] their goal is analysing positive or negative expressions to a certain popular
topic. And as most of other works, the collection was simply done by randomly getting
post related with the chosen topic from random users. Such a method ignores the
evolution of the opinion of a single person and discussions on the topic.
1.3. Motivation and Objective
To guarantee the quality of the dataset, the collection of this thesis is aimed at the
users that communicate frequently with each other, and where the communication is
bidirectional. The primary objective for this is collecting dataset and preparing them
for future work on sentiment analysis between pairs of users.
There are two part of this thesis, starting from the existing dataset:
• Preparing dataset for sentiments analysis between people:
1. Generate features indicating the sender and receiver of each message.
2. Group messages of the same context, i.e., conversation grouping.
• Build a crawler aiming to identify messages between users that frequently com-




In chapter 2, sources and tools, methods and data mining techniques used in this thesis
is presented.
In chapter 3, describe analysing and evaluation the existing dataset.
In chapter 4, the development of a general crawler.
In chapter 5, several method and process to identify possible frequent communicating
users.
In chapter 6, presents discussing on further work and presenting the conclusions.
3
2. Background and Method
2.1. Twitter
Twitter is a social networking microblogging platform where its users can send and
read text-based messages called "tweets". And Twitter is currently one of largest social
networking platform with 300 million active users with 500 Million new tweets being
public per day2.
As a microblogging platform, every microblog tweets are limited to 140 characters or
less. This size motivates user to focus and clever use of language in the content text. Un-
like other social networking platforms (e.g. Facebook 3 ), the default setting of tweets is
publicly visible, but senders can restrict the message delivery to a limited group of users.
Another aspect is Twitter allows users to build one-directional relation with other
interested users by using "following" option, this option allows users to have access
and receive notification of tweets of interested users. And this supposes less restriction
to form communications and dense social network.
2.1.1. Tweet’s Terms
Essential terms about Twitter involve in this thesis:
Tweet 140 character limit message, can contain website link, emoji, image and audio.
User In the user interface, every user has a name to display and a unique username
to identified themselves, and users have a profile with the fields: location, self-
description link and a picture.
2according to social media statistic website https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/twitter/
3https://www.facebook.com
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Follower A user is able to choose the option "following" to another user and become
a follower, in order to build a direct relation. The follower has notification and
access to following user’s tweets.
Protected user "Protected" is a security and privacy option, once a user actives this
option, only the follower of the user can have access to the user’s tweets. And
also to become a follower of the protected user requires the user’s approve.
Hashtag Users can add the hashtag symbol(#) before a relevant keyword in tweet’s
message body to index keywords or topics of the tweet.
Mention Tweet a mention tweet is a tweet that contains another user’s username in
the body of the Tweet text with the @ symbol before with purpose to address
specific users. And a mention tweet works as a direct message from the author to
the mentioned user.
Reply Tweet a tweet that replies another tweet, beginning with the "@username" in
the text body to indicate the replied user.
Retweet Tweet a tweet aim to re-share content of another tweet, however, Twitter also
allows users to add more context in the text to express any opinion or reference
to another user of the re-share tweet.
2.1.2. Twitter API
Twitter has a friendly REST API, providing different functions for get access to Twitter
data. And each of then function contains a limitation of the number of request per 15
minutes, called "rate limit". This restriction is used Twitter for the protection of abuse
requesting, and it also restricts the work of this thesis in order to crawl tweets. This
limitation has characteristics of overlapping between methods.
We are interested in mention tweets, and there are several functions can be used:
5
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Function Rate limit Description
GET statuses/user_timeline 300 This method can return up to 3,200 of
a user’s most recent Tweets
GET search/tweets 450 Returns a collection of relevant Tweets
created in last seven days matching a
specified query
GET statuses/lookup 200 Returns Tweet JSON objects for up to
100 Tweets per request, as specified by
comma-separated values passed to the
id parameter. Tweets)
Table 2.1.: Twitter REST API functions
Another option is using stream API, it is similar of GET search/tweets and consist in
establishing a connection to a streaming endpoint. It does not have any rate limit. The
disadvantage is, as mentioned in the name of API, it only returns tweets created in last
moment.
Results of the function are JSON objects that represent all relevant information of
each tweet, see example in the following listing:
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17 "text": "@jasoncosta @themattharris Hey! Going to be in Frisco in







25 "name": "Andrew Spode Miller",
26 "created_at": "Mon Sep 22 13:12:01 +0000 2008",










Figure 2.1.: Tweet JSON object example
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2.2. Decision tree
Decision tree is a data mining technique used for both classification and regression.
The idea is partitioning the feature space into regions and assigns a the correspond
class to the region. Each partition is based maximizing the difference of information
gain before and after of the split. With purpose to divide data into increasingly pure
partitions.
The resulting model can be represented in a tree structure, for example, see Figure 2.2,
where the leaves represent class labels and branches represent conjunctions of features
that lead to those class labels.
Figure 2.2.: Decision tree example from iris dataset
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2.3. Random Forest Classification
Random Forest is an ensemble machine learning1 algorithm, by combining multiple
decision trees. It consists in constructing multitude decision trees on different sub-
sample of the training dataset. Therefore to predict a new input, resulting output
class is the mode of the result of all the trees. As a result, this algorithm improve the
predictive accuracy and control over-fitting
2.4. Frequency Term Count
Frequency Term(TF) Count is a numerical statistic that measures the importance of a
term in a document by counting the frequency of each term. Commonly used in text
mining as a weighted factor.
Normally this feature is combined with inverse document frequency (IDF), where IDF
are the terms that are often used in a language, but does not contain any information in
the context, as stopwords in English, e.g. "the". The purpose of IDF is to avoid giving
importance to those terms appear everywhere and do not characterize the topic or
context of the document.
1Ensemble methods consist in combine multiple learning algorithms to obtain better predictive perfor-
mance
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Dataset
3.1. Existing Dataset
As mentioned before, we starts working with an existing dataset from previous
work [Kos13] in 2012. The aim of the crawling was to build a densely connected
graph of a social network, by filtering network hubs (people with lots of friends and
followers) and only crawling English speakers.
The crawling of the dataset was based on an Breadth-first, by intent to crawl the
complete social network for each user. It starts with a obvious English speaker user
in a queue and runs a loop to gather tweets from each user and all their friends and
followers.





















Table 3.1.: Tweets fields stored in TUM’s service
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3.2. Data Processing Functions
This section presents functions to process tweets for the first goal of this thesis, to
prepare the dataset for future work in sentiment analysis between users. And according
to Section 1.3, the preparation consists:
• Extraction of the mentioned user IDs for each mention tweet, to identify receiver
of each message.
• Grouping tweets into conversations, separating tweets into corresponding con-
texts.
As we are working in a large and sparse dataset, with JSON object compressed, the
total size of the dataset archives 240 GB. So the efficiency is the primary requirement
for these functions.
3.2.1. Mention List Generation
This process generates lists of users mentioned in each mention tweet. And the required
information is extracted from Tweet JSON object, in the field mentioned_users.
The main issue in dealing with this process is how to store the mention lists. Because
a mention tweet can mention more than one user, the relations between a tweet to
its mentioned users has cardinality one-to-many. And the storage of this information
needs to be considered carefully by the size of the table mentioned before
There are several considerations:
1. Transform user mentioned list concatenating user_ID into a string, separate by a
space.
• Advantage: saving memory as it only requires one extra new field in the
tweet’s table
• Disadvantage: it is complicated to use native operation of MySQL for pro-
cessing concatenate field or accessing any of user_id in a concatenate chain.
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2. Store user mention list in different table from tweet table, and the table has the
fields described in Table 3.2 :
• Advantage: easy to process and implicates to reusability.
• Disadvantage: the consumer of space and slow down the query access, as
the information are separated in different, and building indexes in this size





Table 3.2.: mention list table description
3. Use graph database: the graph database works for one to many relation fields,
but it is not in the scope of this thesis.
All tree options accomplish with the part of the goal, to be able to access the receiver
of each tweet. Our decision is working with the second case as it gives conformity
to later works in dataset evaluation and also for considering reusability for future
sentimental analysis work, this option is most intuitive to understand.
3.2.2. Conversation Grouping
There is no directed way to group tweets into conversations, the only indication of
conversation of a tweet is the field IN_REPLY_TO_STATUS_ID which is the identifier
of preview tweet (replied tweet) of each reply tweets.
The intuitive implementation is for each tweet, access one by one of each pre-
view tweet until reaching the tweet that initiates the conversation (tweet with field
IN_REPLY_TO_STATUS_ID null), and then assign a unique conversation identifier to
all the tweets of the conversation. This implementation can not develop with MySQL
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native query, it requires a SQL API to provide a higher programming language envi-
ronment such as Python.
This design does not guarantee the efficiency, when a function scans the entire table
and try to match, make changes for each read row iteratively, this produce a N+1
problem1. Especially when the input table is large and sparse, single random position
access is computationally costly if it is done. The solution is use native SQL query
(UPDATE and JOIN statement) to do read, match and writing in single operation and
target to entire database.
In order to do conversation grouping only with native MySQL query, two queries
need to be used. The first query assigns the root tweets of conversation a unique
conversation id, the root tweet is found by using JOIN statement to match each root
tweet (with field IN_REPLY_TO_STATUS_ID null) with replying tweet.
The second query succeeds all the conversation ids to replying tweets. The second
query needs to be run fro multiple times, until there is not more successor tweets.
3.3. Evaluation Criteria
Before to start the evaluation and summary the existing dataset, a standard of evalua-
tion need to be established. As the goal of this thesis is to find users that have frequent
interaction with each other we define follow standard:
A frequent interaction between two users A and B is defined as:
let TAB be the number of total tweets between A and B, TA→B be the number of
tweets of A mentioning B and TB→A the number of tweets of B mentioning A.
and we define 2 parameters:
MinimalTotalTweets ∈N>0 (3.1)
MinimalTweetsRate ∈ [0, 1] (3.2)
1In database optimization term, N+1 problems is fetching table during a select in a suboptimal way
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1. The total number of tweets between users A and B TAB is the number of tweets of
A mentioning B TA→B add the number of tweets of B mentioning A TB→A and is
bigger equal than the MinimalTotalTweets.
TAB = TA→B + TB→A >= MinimalTotalTweets (3.3)
2. The minimum number of tweets between the number of tweets of A mentioning
B TA→B and the number of tweets of B mentioning A TB→A is bigger equal than
10% of the total number of tweet between users A and B TAB.
min(TA→B, TB→A) >= MinimalTweetsRate · TAB (3.4)
The first criteria guarantee the interaction is frequently and the second criteria ensure
bidirectional communication. In this thesis, to not be too restrictive and we agree on
this values for the parameters is already enough for future work of sentiment analysis :
MinimalTotalTweets = 30 (3.5)
MinimalTweetsRate = 0.1 (3.6)
3.4. Processing Dataset
In this part, details about import the existing dataset from TUM’s service and apply
the processing method is presented.
First, we import the existing dataset from department server, due to the size of the
dataset 240G, and the working hardware of the thesis can not store entire dataset, we
only import tweets that accomplish the goal the thesis, which are:
– @ Tweets: as the mention list is not built yet, we import tweets that contain
symbol "@" in the status text. Further cleaning needs to be done, because "@"
symbols can appear as part of an email address or emoji and not a mention.
– Tweets without Mention but belongs to a conversation for conversation grouping.
Also, we are only considering fields in interested for the objectives of this thesis:
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– STATUS_TEXT: message text.
– IN_REPLY_TO_STATUS_ID / IN_REPLY_TO_USER_ID : for conversation group-
ing.
– RETWEET_OF_STATUS_ID / RETWEET_OF_USER_ID : effects the interpretation
of status_text.
– USER_ID: the sender of the tweet.
– CREATED_AT: for ordering the tweets.
– ID: to identifier each tweet.
After importing, we found out that particular mention tweets did not contain JSON
objects. We decide to ignore these tweets as the mention list can not be build and
recover the JSON objects of tweets is very slow by the limit rate of Twitter API (1200
Tweets per minutes), yet the implementation of the function to recover them is done.
Then we process the dataset by generating mention list and grouping in conversations
as described in section 2. Once, the mention list is generated, we clean @ tweets that do
not mention any user.











Table 3.3.: Imported tweet table’s fields
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3.5. Dataset Summary and Evalutation
From TUM’s server, 106,040,965 mention tweets are imported, and between them, 40%
are reply tweets. With these size of dataset that corresponds single interactions, a high
number of frequent interactions between users are expected. Yet the average of the
number of tweets per user is low, and it might inference the expectation.
Basic summary about existing dataset and imported dataset:
Entire existing dataset
Tweets with JSON object 211,681,918
Users 3,737,917
Average of number of tweets per user 59





Table 3.4.: Overview about the existing dataset
Statistics obtained after conversation grouping and generating pair user list with
frequent interaction: tabular
Conversations 2.906.513
Tweets involved in a conversation 8.381.500
Multiple-user conversations1 2.871.388
Average number of participating-user of multiple-user conversations 2.28
Pair of frequent interaction Users 85.812
Tweets between frequent interactions 5.635.012
Conversations between frequent interactions 519.268
Tweets in conversations between frequent interactions 1.455.457
Table 3.5.: Existing data processed summary
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To evaluate the effectiveness of crawl we set up the crawl rate value by rate of tweets
that satisfied the frequent interaction criteria:
CrawlerRateValue =






Only 2.66% of tweets crawled accomplish the frequent interactions criteria. And
we can observe from ??, this 2.66% of tweets contains 15% of conversations, which
satisfies the goal of the thesis in communication term. Also, this approves the value of
parameters are well defined. The further works of this thesis is to build a crawler with
higher effectiveness.
Another interesting aspect is that most of the conversations have more one user
participating, due to the completeness of crawled network. As this can guarantee
a conversation is a single bidirectional interaction, this particular aspect can be an




This chapter describes the design of the crawler, used to gather tweets from Twitter.
For this purpose, the main task of the crawler is to interact with the Twitter API and
the local database.
Interacting with the Twitter API
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to collect frequent interactions between users, and
this requires gathering tweets from users that mention each other in their tweets fre-
quently. As described in section 2.1.2, the Twitter API does not supply functions to
get mention tweets between two users. However, it offers various functions to gather
tweets from any single user. Hence, the task to identify the users interacting frequently
is accomplished as part of this work. This is described in chapter ??.
The object of the crawler is to gather as many as possible tweets from each user
to increase the likelihood of finding frequent interactions between users. This is the
reason the crawler uses the function "GET statuses/user_timeline" of the Twitter REST
API mentioned in section 2.1.2, which has the highest rate limit and provides oldest
tweets compare to the other relevant functions.
The main challenge in interaction with the Twitter API is to manage the rate limit, the
service "GET statuses/user_timeline" only provides 200 tweets per minute. According
to section 3.5, applying the crawler developed in Koster’s work [Kos13], in average
only five tweets out of 200 were tweets of frequent interactions. To increase this
percentage and therefore make the crawling process more efficient, a better crawling
strategy is developed, as presented in next chapter. Another approach is using multiple
clients accessing the Twitter functions simultaneously.Twitter allows this, assuming





Tweets downloaded from the Twitter function are of the JSON object format (see ??),
and from each JSON object is extracted the tweet features describe in Table 3.3 and
mentioned user list (see Table 3.3). In addition, information about the author of each
tweet also is extracted and stored, which will be used in future works. And to guarantee
the completeness of the datasets, JSON object is also being stored.
The main issue of storing is always the storage space, each JSON object has at least 3
KB of size, for storing one million tweets, more than 3 GB of space are required. As
a consequence, those datasets are stored in several locations. In order to adapt the
storage of the datasets according to hardware situation, the software pattern single
responsibility principle1 is applied in the process of storing datasets, using different
functions to manage each dataset.
4.1. Design of the Crawler
A detailed presentation of the crawler is presented in this section, the process of crawling
is split into tasks defined previously and each task is implemented in a Python function.
The complete workflow of the crawler as follows:
1. The input of crawler is a list of user IDs, which correspond to the same input of
function "GET statuses/user_timeline". Hence, the first task is splitting the input
list into chunks and assigning them equally to available clients. Each client is an
independent thread with a distinct Twitter account allowed to access the Twitter
REST API and is in charge for rest of the tasks.
Also the splitting based on steps, the resulting chunks are sequences of items
with index x = i + n ∗ k such that 0 <= n < (j− i)/k. Where n is the length
of the entire list and k are the number of chunks. In other words, each chunki
contains user ID of the position are i, i+ k, i+ 2 ∗ k, i+ 3 ∗ kand so on
1The single responsibility principle states that every module or class should have responsibility over a




The reason for applying this splitting is to keep original order of input list, and
this benefits in case the input list consists in a ranking, where users in the earlier
position should be crawled first.
2. The second task is connected to Twitter Rest API, and call service "GET status-
es/user_timeline" for each user. And parse each resulting JSON object.
3. The third task is compose by 3 part:
– Store tweet with mentioned user list: Using Peewee API to connect database
and send the dataset.
– Store user information: same process as tweets.
– Store JSON object: this part is particularly different from other two, is the
more common situation the storage location is a file from an external disk.
Since the running environment is multitasking, file lock is provided for all
threads when editing the storage file.
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This chapter presents approaches to find out users with a higher likelihood of having a
frequent interaction, to generate the input list for the crawler described in the preview
chapter. The approaches are evolving iteratively by four milestones. Moreover, for each
milestone, we crawled a certain number of users to evaluate and approve the used
methods.
The first milestone is based on the pair of users which already interact frequently in
the existing dataset. The rest of milestones are focused on exploiting new dataset from
milestones, particularly estimate the likelihood of the mentioned users(not crawled) by
the new crawled users mention back.
5.1. 1th milestone: Basic Crawl
As described in the Section 3.5, the existing datasets contain 85.812 pairs of users with
frequent interaction. Assuming if two users frequently communicate in the past, they
might interact to each another also at present. We decide to crawl to those pairs of user
with expectation that those pairs of users keep their frequent interactions relations until
now.
Initially, our plan was to crawl the entire 85812 pair of users, yet due to the schedule,
we were only able to crawl 8.997 of users, which are approximate 4497 (8997/2) pair
of users. Yet, the input list (8997 users) for crawler function is a list with all pair of
user’s id, so in each position of the list has two user’s id and the list is order by the first




If we build a graph using the input list where the node is user and edges are frequent






Figure 5.1.: Star graph: the node represents user and edges represents frequent interac-
tions
We can observe, for each N nodes (users) there are N-1 edges (frequent interactions).
In another word, by crawling N users we can get up to N-1 frequent interaction rela-
tions, instead of N/2 if the input list was randomly pairs of users.
This observation is particularly important for this milestone, as it indicates the ex-
pected number of frequent interaction in new crawled dataset is not longer the half of
the number of the crawled user, as they are not independent pairs of users. Instead,
from 8.997 crawled user, there are already 5273 frequent interactions between them in
existing dataset, together with 863.525 mention tweets.
5.1.1. Result of Crawling and Evaluation
By the 8.997 crawled user, crawler gathers total of 26,437,355 tweets. Between tweets,
66% are mention tweets, 16% more compare than existing dataset. So these crawled
users are more communicative than the average.
The following table represents statistics generated after Conversation Grouping, and
we can observe only 0.3 (1.2%) million of 27 million tweets is involve in a conversation,










Repeated Tweets crawled in the existing dataset 1,043,681
Table 5.1.: First milestone common summary
and also only half of conversation have more than one participating, this due to incom-
pleteness of the crawled social network, where not all participants of the conversations
are crawled.
Conversations 115,257
Tweets involved in a conversation 331,000
Multiple-user conversationsi 56,200
iAt least two users publish tweets in the conversation
Table 5.2.: Conversation summary of the first milestone
New statistics about frequent interaction between crawled user of this milestone,
these numbers are important to evaluate if the crawling achieves the expected frequent
interaction:
Frequent interactions 3,215
Number of tweets of frequent interactions 741,236
Frequent interactions also in existing dataset 1,934
Tweet of Frequent interactions also in existing dataset 632,315
New Frequent interactions 1,281
Tweets of new Frequent interactions 108,921
Table 5.3.: Data Processed summary of the first milestone
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Evaluation of the Crawling
Comparing the result of crawling with expected value, 1,934 of 5,273 interactions still
satisfied the criteria of frequent interaction, but the number of tweets per interaction
has a significant increased, with 632,315 tweets in 1,934 frequent interactions compare
to 863,525 tweets in 5,273 frequent interactions from the existing dataset.
And together considering 1,281 new frequent interactions formalized with the same
group of user in the new dataset, a development of the social network is observed.
Therefore, this approves the theory of this milestone.
And to evaluate the efficiency of this crawling, we compute the crawler rate value
with the number of tweets of frequent interaction and total crawled tweets of the new
dataset. The result is 2.8%, which is slightly better than crawling of existing dataset.
Crawler Rate Value =






But considering that this milestone, unlike the crawling of existing dataset, it is
not crawling the entire network of each user. In fact, for most of the crawled users,
this milestone is considering one or two interactions. To be more accurate, between
3,215 frequent interactions with 3,957 users participating, 3,385 users has less than two
frequent interactions to another user.





Mention tweets send by crawled users to
crawled usersi
3,077,252
Tweets send by crawled users to crawled
users in Frequent interaction
741,236
Tweets send by crawled users to crawled
users not in Frequent interaction
2,336,016
Mention tweets send by crawled users to
uncrawled usersi
16,822,114
i these two types of mention tweets is overlapping
as a mention tweets can mention several users.
Table 5.4.: Summary about mention tweets crawled in this milestone respect crawled
users of this milestone
From above table, the number of the mention tweets considered in find frequent
interaction between users crawled in this milestone are 3,077,252, which is only 17.6%
of the total mention tweets. The rest of the mention tweets are sent to users that are
not crawled yet, and in order to exploit this crawled datasets, and also use them as
support, the next milestones focus on estimating the likelihood of these uncrawled
users mentions back. As long as, any of these uncrawled mentions back, more new
frequent interaction is found.
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5.2. 2nd Milestone: Model Based on Tweet’s Feature
As described in the section 5.1.1, this milestone focus on the expansion of the first
milestone, particularly in uncrawled user mentioned by crawled user of the dataset of
the first milestone. The idea is ranking them by the likelihood of they mentioning back
to the user that is already crawled, in this way to form new frequent interactions.
With the purpose to obtain the likelihood of each mentioned uncrawled user, this
milestone focus on observing features relevant of each tweet. In order to find out
patterns that differentiate mention tweets in frequent interaction and not in.
So this milestone is about building a classification model to label mention tweets
if they belong to frequent interaction. As from preview milestone, we can extract
mentions tweets within and not in the frequent interaction. As so, the model is built in
a supervised learning.
Therefore, these are features of a mention tweet with its hypothesis that we considered
might have influence in the classification:
– If the tweet is a reply tweet: reply tweets are a basic indication of interactions.
– If the tweet is a retweet: users tend re-shared interesting content in so it might
initiate a discussion. See [BGL10]
– The created local hour of the tweet: users are more active during not working
times.
– Number of favorites of the tweet: this feature indicates the level of the influence
of tweets. See [Cha+10]
– Number of retweets of the tweet: this feature indicates the level of the influence
of tweets.
– Time passed from last mentioned tweet to the same user if a user mention another
user several times in a very short time, it can be an indication of interactions.1
Due to the limitation of hardware and computational cost, we are not able to consider
all the feature defined above to build the model. Especially, to compute time of last




mentioned tweet to the same user requires access all the mention tweets of the user.
Therefore, we only used features can be extracted from the fields in the imported table
see Table 3.3:
– If it is a reply tweet: extract from field IN_REPLY_TO_STATUS_ID
– If it is a retweet: extract from field RETWEET_OF_STATUS_ID
– The created local time hour: extract from CRAWLED_AT(in utc_time) and com-
bine with the field utc_offset of the author to generate local hour.
As a consequence, considering less feature suppose less accuracy of the mode. To
compensate this lack is to use a larger input to predict. And then build a larger ranking
list, so event there is less accuracy, but the result ranking is large enough, that allows
us only to consider the very first positions of rankings. For example use 1,000,000
mentioned users to predict and build ranking list, then only use 1,000 users of top
rankings.
Considering the input features for the model are two boolean fields (if is reply and if
is retweet) and one ordinal field (local hour of creation time), and although the exact
probability is not interested in this case, we decide to use the decision trees classification
model. And applying into random forest to avoid over-fitting.
5.2.1. Processing of Modeling and Ranking Users to Crawl
Processing of Modeling
First, the training dataset is build with mention tweet between user crawled in the first
milestone, see table. The between these tweets, we label class 1 to the tweets in frequent
interaction and class 0 to tweets not in any frequent interaction. Because of the field
utc_offset is not available from all the users, and it is used for generating the feature
created local hour, part of the tweets are filtered. Follow table summarizes the resulting
training dataset:
And then fit the training dataset into the random forest classifier model.The fitting






Mention tweets in frequent interactions (Class 1) 663,913
Mention tweets not in frequent interactions (Class 0) 1987039
Table 5.5.: Summary of the training dataset for the classification of the second milestone
classifier with 100 decision trees.
Observing from Table 5.5, there is unbalance between the numbers of tweets in class
1 and 0. Also, in this thesis, the target tweets are tweets in class 1, so they are much
prior than the class 0. With all these reasons, the weight of the classes need be adjusted
giving more weight to class 1.
To find the reasonable difference of class weight, we decide to try several sets of class
weights and evaluate the resulting model using Cross-validation1 with ten chunks. In
order to find a balance between sensitivity2. and specificity3
Class weight Sensitivity Specificity
0: 0.10, 1: 0.90 0.25 0.62
0: 0.15, 1: 0.85 0.34 0.82
0: 0.20, 1: 0.80 0.35 0.82
0: 0.25, 1: 0.75 0.41 0.80
0: 0.30, 1: 0.70 0.41 0.78
0: 0.35, 1: 0.65 0.44 0.75
Table 5.6.: Sensitivity and specificity respect different class weight for the random forest
model
From table 5.6, we decide to use the class weight (Class 0:0.2 , Class 1:0.8) as the
model has the best balance. And from the importance of features of the resulting model,
see table[s], we can observe the features ifReply and ifRetweet stands the hypothesis.
1Cross-validation is a model validation technique by splitting training dataset into chunks, and test the
model to each chunk with the model trained by another chunks.
2Sensitivity measures the proportion of positives that are correctly identified as such.
3Specificity measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified as such.
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Resulting feature importance of the model
Feature Importance
Created local hour 0.01979704
If is a reply 0.52091674
if is a retweet 0.45928622
Table 5.7.: Importance of each feature in random forest
5.2.2. Process of Ranking Users to Crawl
To generate the uncrawled user ranking list to crawl, we considered a group of 1,000
users crawled in the first milestone of the source users of this milestone. From this
1,000 source users, there are total 2,748,630 mention tweets send to the uncrawled users.
Features vector are generated for each tweet and use the defined and trained random
forest model to predicts the correspond class of each tweet.
Then for each pair of mentioned user and source user, count the number of mention
tweets in class 1 between them. The reason of separate the count between the pairs of
mentioned user and source user is to be accurate for later crawling evaluation, as it
allows us to set the expectation of each mentioned user to crawl is at least one frequent
interaction between the correspond source users.
Using the generated ranking list, we crawl for first 1,100 mentioned users with the
highest count of the number of the mention tweets in class 1. And, the between those
1,100 users to crawl, 13 users are repeating, so the final number of users to crawl is 1,083.
The initial expectation of the result of this crawling is frequent interactions between
the selected mentioned users and the source users, which can be a total of 1,100. How-
ever, repeating users do not influence the initial expectation by these repeating users
correspond now more that one source users.
Due to account privacy level, some of the users are not crawled, the final number of
crawled users is described in next section.
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5.2.3. Result of Crawling and Evaluation
For this milestone, 971 users are crawled, with a total of 2,778,287 tweets. These
users are also very active communicators with an average of 68%1 of their tweets are









Tweets involved in a conversation 78,487
Table 5.8.: Second milestone crawled dataset summary
The study of the effectiveness of the crawling of this milestone is different from
the evaluation of the crawling of the first milestone and the existing dataset. As the
expectation for those previous crawlings is frequent interactions between crawled users
by each crawling.
Due to this crawling is an expansion of the dataset crawled from the first milestone,
which corresponds a dense network. So the result of crawling a user that possible have
a strong connection (frequent interaction) to a single source user of that dense network,
there is high likelihood to find more interaction between the crawling user and closed
social network of the single source user. This feature of the social network is not be
controlled by the random forest model of this milestone.
To study of the effectiveness only about the random forest model of this milestone,
without the influence of dense social network. The evaluation is focus only on the
interaction between crawled user and corresponding source user.
1Persentage calculated by the number of mention tweets respect the total tweets from Table 5.8
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Pairs of source user and successful crawled user 981
Frequent interaction between the pairs 526
Tweets between the Frequent interaction be-
tween the pairs
234,226
Tweets send by the source users to the crawled
users
224,033
Frequent interaction tweets send by the source
users to the crawled users
126,523
Tweets send by the crawled users to the source
users
112,855
Frequent interaction Tweets send by the crawled
users to the source users
106,798
Table 5.9.: Summary between source and crawled users of the second milestone
From above table, we can observe 526 (53.6%) of 981 predicted pair stands the fre-
quent interactions. Together with 106,798 new Tweets crawled belongs to frequent
interactions with the source users from the first milestone, which is 3.84% of total
tweets. And this is the crawler rate value of this crawling with only the influence of the
random forest model of crawling.
In addition, these 106,798 new Tweets combine with 224,033 tweets from the first
milestone and turn this 224,033 tweets also into a frequent interaction tweets, which is
8.15% of tweets to be considered in the ranking process, see 5.2.2. So another point of
view to evaluate the crawler rate value can be affected new frequent tweets with the
sum of considered ranking tweets and new crawled tweets:
Crawler Rate Value =
Tweets in the f requent interaction
Total tweets considered
=
224, 033 + 106, 798
2, 778, 287 + 2, 748, 630
= 0.0598
(5.2)
The result is 5.98%, the effectiveness is of this crawling is 250% better than 2.26 of
crawling of the existing dataset. An improvement is observed.
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5.3. 3rd milestone: Model Tweet’s Text
The approach of this milestone works as same as the second milestone; the goal is to
crawl uncrawled user mentioned by crawled users of the dataset of the first milestone
with the higher likelihood to mentioning back. In this milestone, we focus on tweets
text body.
In every language, there are terms very often used in conversations, especially terms
that work as confirmation or answer, for example, in English terms, "agree", "thank
you", "okay"... Having these terms in the text body of a tweet can be a direct indication
of the current tweet is in the conversation.
As mentioned in section 3.5, in average, a conversation is single bidirectional interac-
tion. By having enough quantity of matching frequent terms fo conversations in the
tweets text body from a crawled user mentioned to an uncrawled user, can turn this
uncrawled user a good candidate to crawl.
So the basic idea of this milestone is to find a list of frequent terms in conversations,
to able to ranks uncrawled users base on the count of frequent conversations terms
appears in all mentioned tweets from a crawled user to them.
5.3.1. Frequent terms in conversations
To identify terms are frequent in conversations, we extract text body of 353.899 tweets
that belongs to conversations from new dataset crawled in the first milestone. Using
Twitter tokenize API1 from NTLK, we extract all terms from those tweets.
And as mentioned in section 2.4, inverse document frequency terms need be consid-
erate before counting the frequency. In a standard frequency terms analysis, inverse
document frequency terms are stopwords withount any meaning to the topic of the
text like pronouns or common verbs in phrasal verbs, e.g. stopwords considered in
the Koster’s work [Kos13]. Yet in the case of this milestone, some stopwords are
interested to be considering and not ignore, for example, "Okay", "indeed", "please" or




any affirmation or denial.
Because of there is not source providing stopwords for conversations terms, we build
the stopwords list based on 1000 frequent terms of 350.000 tweets (post) not involved
in any conversations and neither contains any mentions.
And then we count the frequency of terms in the conversations tweets filtering by the
stopwords list extract from non_conversations tweets and considering the 1,000 highest
frequent, the result is 10001 frequent term used in the conversations.
Some word from the generated list accomplishes the expectation of affirmative word,
e.g., "okay", "eh", "ya", and also words that initiate a question, "how’s", "whatever" and
"whose". Emojis like ";-)", ":P", and ":-(", and also special hashtag "ff"2
5.3.2. Process of Ranking Users to Crawl
For rank new user list to crawl, we considered a group of 1,000 users crawled in the first
milestone as the source users, and not considered in the second milestone; the reason
is to crawl more distinct dataset. And from this 1,000 users, there are total 2,532,109
mention tweets send to users that are not crawled.
Next step is to scan text body of each tweet to count the number of frequent conver-
sation terms. And sum of total terms found in all tweets for each mentioned user. With
the same purpose from the second milestone, in order to evaluate in the method of this
milestone without the influence of dense network, the sum is done by separating for
each pair of source user and mentioned user.
Them, 1,100 pair of users with the highest sum of terms in frequent conversation is
select to crawl. Within 65 users are repeating, so 1,035 mentioned user is crawled. Due
to account privacy level, some of the users are not crawled, the final number of crawled
users is described in next section.
1See appendix A for full list of words
2In Twitter, FF is a short for FollowFriday, used commonly in Friday where people recommend and
promote each other in each social network.
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The condition for the initial expectation of the result of this crawling is same as the
crawling of the second milestone, as many pairs of source user and crawling user are
considered, 1,100 frequent interaction are expected.
5.3.3. Result of Crawling and Evaluation
In this milestone, 971 users are crawled, with a total of 2,778,287 tweets. All the crawling
result summary is very similar from the second milestone, see tab:Second milestone
crawled dataset Summary, there are active communicators with 65% of their tweets are
mention tweets.
And we can also observe from following table, there is an increase in the number
of conversation tweets and conversation found, compare with the second milestone
see tab:Second milestone crawled dataset Summary. This approves correctness the list
of frequent conversations term.
Tweets 2,787,262
Users 966





Tweets involved in a conversation 99,591
Table 5.10.: Third milestone crawled dataset summary
Evaluation of the Crawl
The evaluation of this crawling has the same criteria as the second milestone, it focuses
only on the interaction between crawled user and corresponding source user.
From above table, we can observe 566 (56.9%) of 994 predicted pair stands the
frequent interactions with 109,924 new Tweets crawled. which is 3.94% of total tweets
crawled in this milestone. Slightly improvement compare with the previous milestone.
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Pairs of source user and successful
crawled user
994
Frequent interaction between the pairs 566
Tweets between the Frequent interaction
between the pairs
240,008
Tweets send by the source users to the
crawled users
202,000
Frequent interaction tweets send by the
source users to the crawled users
128,757
Tweets send by the crawled users to the
source users
114,067
Frequent interaction Tweets send by the
crawled users to the source users
109,924
Table 5.11.: Summary about interaction between source users and crawled users of the
third milestone
And reusing the concept from equation 5.2, by summing the interaction tweets from
both source and crawled users, and summing the total tweets considered for both cases.
Crawler Rate Value =
Tweets in the f requent interaction
Total tweets considered
=
128, 757 + 09, 924
2, 532, 109 + 2, 787, 262
= 0.0448
(5.3)
The result is 4.48%, this effectiveness is lower than the second milestone, due to the




5.4. 4th milestone: Union of Second and Third Milestone
This milestone is about combining the features generated from the second and the third
milestones. Also a simple evaluate the difference between of the ranking from both
milestones.
As the evaluation of the methods of the previous milestone is approached, this
milestone is concentrated in the crawling part. The primary goal is to crawl the users
with the highest likelihood to mentions back any of the users in the dataset crawled
until now (not just source users).
As a consequence, the evaluation of this milestone of crawling is based on entire new
crawled dataset (from the previous tree milestones).
5.4.1. Process of Ranking Users to Crawl
The process is similar from previous milestones, 1,000 crawled users from the first
milestone are considered as source users. And then compute the both ranking lists
from the second and third milestones for all pairs of crawled user and mentioned user.
In order to compare both methods from two previous milestones, we decide to use
simple criteria. By counting the number of coincident users by considering different
numbers of the top of both rankings:
Number of top position taken Number of the pairs of source user and










From above, the similarity between user crawling rankings system from the second
and third milestone are closer when extends the top number. Also from the evaluations
of both milestone, indicate a similarity in crawling result, instead of using any model
technique to find the balance, we decide to simply give more prior for ranking of the
third milestone. As for the sentiment analysis work, is more interest in having more
conversations (the thired milestone focus on conversation tweets).
To optimize the crawling, the sum of the features from both previous milestones is
not longer separated by pairs of source user and mentioned user, for instead, the sum
is done respect each mentioned users. In this way, users mentioned by several source
users have higher positions of ranking, and a major number of frequent interaction is
expected.
The respects this total sum ranking, we decide to select top 1,100 users by giving
prior the feature from the third milestone than the second.
The estimation for the expectation of this crawling result is more complex, as describe
in section 3.5, this milestone is expanding for a dense social network, especially users
to crawl are select respect from mention tweets from all the source users.
5.4.2. Result of Crawling and Evaluation
In this milestone, 3,048,018 tweets are collect from 1,029 users. The standard statistics
are similar from the crawling result of the second and third milestones, see tab:Second
milestone crawled dataset Summary and tab:Third milestone crawled dataset Summary.





Average of number of Tweets per user 2,962
Mention tweets 1,995,666
Reply tweets 799, 657
Retweet tweets 825,724
Conversations 45,355
Tweets involved in a conversation 89,595
Table 5.13.: Fourth milestone crawled dataset summary
And the following table indicates real value of the crawling, as in this milestone, the
summary is respecting on entire new crawled dataset, and not only source users:
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Crawled users in frequent interaction 769
Between crawled users and the rest users of the dataset
Mention tweets send by crawled users to the rest users of the
datasets
673,499
Mention tweets send by the rest users of the datasets to the
crawled users
1,527,545
Frequent interaction between the crawled user and the rest users
of the datasets
1,489
Tweets in Frequent interaction between the crawled user of this
milestone and rest of the datasets
320,843
Mention tweets send by crawled users to the rest users of the
dataset in frequent interaction
150,010
Mention tweets send by rest user of dataset to crawled users in
frequent interaction
153,913
Between crawled users of this milestone
Frequent interaction between the crawled user of this milestone 458
Mention tweets between crawled users 426,615
Tweets in Frequent interaction between the crawled users 79,176
Table 5.14.: Summary about interaction between crawled users and entire new crawled
datatset of the Fourth milestone
From above table, a high effective crawling is observed. Where 769(75%) crawled
users of 1,029, have in average two frequent interaction with the rest of the user of the
datasets. Whereas a total of 320,843 tweets(including from the rest of the datasets) are
turned as frequent interaction. So within 3,048,018 crawled in this milestone 150,010
and 79,176 tweets are frequent interaction, which gains up an 7.5% of crawler rate
value, almost double than the previous milestones.
Furthermore, 458 frequent interaction found between only crawled users in this
milestone are an indication of a strong, dense social network formalized by the crawled




In this thesis, we only worked in few aspects about tweets amount all the rest of
relevant features, especially information about the author of each tweet are ignored.
Furthermore, we only minimal did exploitation in the relations between users, and
study the social network.
A few of the possible additions and extensions of the crawler could be:
1. Reconsidering the features ignored during the modeling of the second milestone.
2. Apply methods to identified sub-dense social network, in order generate an
optimised source users for the ranking system.
3. Considering social relations between users, e.g., followers and list of groups.
4. Considering the social influence level of user by number of followers.
6.2. Conclusion
In this thesis, with the purpose to gather interaction between people in the social
platform Twitter for future sentiment analysis between people.
We success to build two crawler systems able to identify if an individual replies
during an interaction by analyzing all message send to him. Both systems achieve more
than 50% of accuracy in identifying replies individual. The first system uses random
forest classification model to predict the likelihood of being replied of each sent message
by analysis the features of the message. The second system uses a list of frequent terms
in conversation generated in this thesis, to identify possible conversations between two
individual with only messages from one of them. Moreover, combine the both systems
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and exploiting social network structure, we are able to recognize replying individuals
with 75% of accuracy.
By using each system interactively in different milestones, we finally 35,050,922
tweets, which contains 8,437 users in frequent interaction with 2,032,203(5.8%) tweets.
Together with the crawler designed, this thesis brings an strong connected social
network dataset wiht guaranteed the completeness in interaction between nodes, and
possible to extend. This datasets can provide a solid base for future social analysis
research.
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